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Material: Simple Past Tense worksheet

Instruction: Fill the blanks with the correct form of verbs to complete the sentence. 

1)  It w _ _ (be) Boa’s birthday.  

2)  He i _ _ _ _ _ _ (invite) some friends to his birthday. 

3)  Jaguar a _ _ _ _ _ _ (arrive) with a neat package. 

4)  Boa h _ _ _ _ (hope) Jaguar’s package would be perfect for him. 

5)  The mittens w _ _ _ (be) not useful because Boa had no hands.        

6)  Boa o _ _ _ _ _ (open) Anteater’s parcel. He was disappointed.

7)  Orang-utan’s present w _ _ (be) enormous.        

8)  Boa t _ _ _ _ _ _(thank) his friends for the presents. 

9)  “Dung beetle’s here!” s _ _ _ (say) his mother.

10)  Dung ball s _ _ _ _ _ (suit) Boa down to the ground.

Key

  1) was    2) invited  3) arrived  4) hoped  5) were

  6) opened   7) was   8) thanked  9) said  10) suited

Material: Verbs to be put in the magic bag 

(the number of verbs used varies depending on the number of students in the classroom)

hope  invite  look  arrive  want  insist

kick  rain  sprout  suite  play  wait

open  thank  be  will  have  say

keep  get  think  grow  read  study
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Worksheet: Adjective Puzzle

BOA’s Birthday Adjective Puzzle 

Instruction: Find the words in the puzzle (left to right, or top do bottom):

USEFUL ENORMOUS MAD NEAT
FUN RUBBISH PERFECT SUITABLE
KIND LOVELY INTERESTING WONDERFUL
RUDE DISAPPOINTED
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BOA’s Birthday Adjective Puzzle (Solution)


